Optimizing Processes & Accelerating Success
In Cell and Gene Therapy Development and Manufacturing
Robust Process, Product and Patient Information Management is Key to Cell and Gene Therapy Development,
Commercialization, and Wide Scale Adoption
Cell and gene therapy companies are rapidly moving toward larger scale manufacturing operations. Their success is highly
dependent upon optimizing processes to minimize the elapsed time between apheresis and the therapeutic injection. The
goal of CAR T 2.0 and next generation TCR, TIL, and mRNA treatments is to elevate autologous and allogeneic therapies
as viable alternatives to existing treatments by applying proven manufacturing processes and exhausting every avenue to
decrease payer costs. Yet many barriers stand in front of wide scale adoption of cell and gene therapies including cell type
variability, process robustness, and stakeholder buy in. Importantly, vein-to-vein time for autologous therapies and creating
effective off-the-shelf products for allogeneic treatments is governed by how closely cell and gene therapy manufacturers
orchestrate process development and tech transfer across the supply chain.
To attain lean cell and gene therapy manufacturing, treatment developers should adopt a process information system that
creates a digital data spine early in process and product development to establish a persistent, dynamic knowledge library
throughout the product life cycle.

Go to Market Challenges for Cell and Gene Therapy

Cell Type Variability
Cell and gene therapies
contend with variable input
material from apheresis and
other sources of human
cells, underscoring the need
for process understanding
and rigorous target
control limits to ensure a
consistent output.

Manufacturing
Process Control
The overarching challenge
that manufacturers face
is establishing a closely
choreographed supply
chain. This requires
compliant collaboration
platforms across teams,
sites and partners to
establish process visibility.
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Cost Optimization
Without the economy of
scale offered by traditional
medicine, the novelty
of autologous therapies
carries high costs. For many
use cases, this is a nonstarter with patients and
payers without profoundly
reducing material and
manufacturing costs.
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Process Information Management Strategies for Lean Cell and Gene
Therapy Manufacturing
Transforming cell and gene therapies into relatively large-scale manufacturing operations will rely on the capacity to
accommodate dozens of patient treatments at a time for autologous therapies, and hundreds of batches for allogeneic
treatments. Scale will be dependent upon building assembly lines of the required manufacturing equipment and from endto-end process management.
Organizations who define, track, and enforce robust processes will reap operational and cost optimization gains that
also provide competitive advantage. Whether applied on CAR T or mRNA treatments, such technology enables process
development teams to precisely build out process steps and unit operations for each product in their pipeline, captured
in a centralized process information management knowledge base. Consequently, tech transfer is optimized across
development, clinical trials, and commercial manufacturing while providing the process development team a process audit
trail and clear view into previous rationale.
Autologous therapies add significant manufacturing complexity as multiple production lines are in operation with
products tailored to each patient. This entails tracking multiple manufacturing processes and incorporating patient data
to ensure efficacy and manufacturing optimization. Automated process control systems assist by gathering batch data
through validated form inputs defined in the process or by automatically collecting data from historians and other digital
systems. By seamlessly managing the complex flow of cell and gene therapy manufacturing process information for each
autologous treatment, organizations can accelerate cycle times, enhance product/process data visibility, and gain deeper
insight into batch data that can help reduce cell variability.
The supply chain for cell and gene therapies looks quite different from traditional medicines as their raw materials and
suppliers include peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from apheresis collection sites, enzymes, plasmids, and
viral vectors of GMP grade. But as with any pharmaceutical manufacturing operation, meticulous orchestration of internal
and external operations is vital to tighten up processes, identify gaps, and accelerate production, thereby enabling
manufacturers to extract even more operational and cost efficiencies and ensuring product/process data remains audit
ready in line with elevated FDA guidance on data integrity.

Skyland PIMS® Process
Information Management and
Data Collaboration Solution
Cell and gene therapy manufacturers
increasingly select Skyland PIMS as
their cornerstone process information
management platform to support clinical
production, drive tech transfer and accelerate
commercialization. Skyland PIMS offers
cloud-based process and batch data
management integrated with analytics and
management of specifications and target
control limits, supporting tight collaboration
among geographically distributed teams,
sites, and CDMOs/CMOs.
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End-to-End Process Management
With Skyland PIMS, cell and gene therapy developers can build robust and repeatable processes with point and click
tools to define process steps for every stage of manufacturing. They track progress for individual cell and gene therapy
treatments and batches in real time. With its ability to associate patient data with manufacturing data and clinical
endpoints, PIMS™ helps drug companies access and analyze all data pertinent to drug production and clinical outcomes
– down to the raw material and patient sample layers. By automating manufacturing workflows, including batch data
management and verification, manufacturers can drive operational and cost efficiencies while simplifying knowledge
transfer across teams.
Control Limits and Analytics
Skyland PIMS helps cell and gene therapy developers lock down cell variability with flexible analytics and tools for setting
specification and target control limits for batches. The software provides intuitive configuration of cell and gene therapyspecific analytics and KPI dashboards including cell count plots, and vein to vein and transduction metrics.
Centralized Data Hub
Skyland PIMS provides a single source of truth and rapid access to data by seamlessly capturing process, product,
patient, and batch data in a centralized data hub that also supports integration of manufacturing data sources such as
cell counters and flow cytometers, historians, LIMS, and proprietary data sources. This provides cell and gene therapy
developers with a persistent knowledge base that captures change history with full audit trail, notes, documents, and
rationale for changes throughout the product life cycle and across the supply chain. As a result, this vital data is made
available for on demand investigations, executive requests, compliance reportings and FDA audits.
Validation and Compliance
Skyland PIMS is 21 CFR Part 11 compliant and easily validatable. It offers configurable workflows for data collection and
approvals, accelerating validation with automated routing and alerts and a complete audit trail of data entries including
authorship, change justifications and time stamp to ensure data validity and reporting efficacy.
Single, Scalable Solution
Skyland PIMS provides a single solution for cell and gene therapies that scales across the product life cycle, equipping
teams with the process development tools required for initial clinical work and trials and growing to match the needs of the
organization into commercial manufacturing. PIMS is a drug company's logical first IT investment – and its core data hub
as its manufacturing IT architecture matures over time. The cloud-based software drives cell and gene therapy operational
excellence at any scale with support for managing product, process and patient data from raw material collection/
apheresis and clinical end points.

Organizations who define, track, and enforce robust processes
with the right process information management systems will
reap operational and cost optimization gains that also provide
competitive advantage.
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Stakeholder Collaboration
Skyland PIMS drives collaboration with cell and gene therapy suppliers, apheresis collection points, and clinical trial sites
further enhancing operational efficiency and oversight. This enables clinical outcomes to be linked with product critical
quality attributes to pinpoint the positive responses seen in patients. What’s more, development and manufacturing
teams gain the resources needed to concisely present complex autologous and allogeneic treatment processes and
improve buy-in from stakeholders – clinical staff, executives, board members, capital providers, payers – via PIMS process
definitions and analytics.

Allogeneic CAR T Process Example in Skyland PIMS
The intuitive workflows in PIMS streamlines the setup of complex process steps and controls from apheresis and T cell
activation to expansion and freezing. Leveraging its Data Cascade™ algorithms, PIMS also automatically generates charts
and alerts upon batch data entry for improved process understanding, control and transparency.

Key Takeaways for Cell and Gene Therapy Developers
To establish cell and gene therapy as a primary treatment option for many use cases, manufacturers must jettison costs,
lock down cell variability, and attract support from stakeholders. Process information management solutions can play a
vital role in overcoming these challenges at every stage of development. Commercial manufacturing and the success of
cell and gene therapies as a viable industry hinge on robust and repeatable processes. Your choice of systems could hold
you back or deliver the critical business performance needed to optimize manufacturing costs, drive operational efficiency,
and minimize vein to vein time for patients.
Leading clinical and commercial stage life science organizations rely on Skyland PIMS every day to manage a range
of autologous and allogeneic cell and gene therapies. PIMS’ intuitive, cloud-based workflows provide your team the
opportunity to build process definitions that track, validate, and accelerate CAR T, TCR, TIL, and mRNA treatment
manufacturing. Plus, its integrated analytics and specifications and target control limits management features allow your
team to seamlessly track cell variability and monitor batch quality across extended supply chains. Deployed rapidly with
the lowest total cost of ownership in the industry, PIMS is the logical process information management system for the cell
and gene therapy sector.
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Cell and gene therapy manufacturers increasingly select
Skyland PIMS as their cornerstone process information
management platform to support clinical production, drive
tech transfer and accelerate commercialization.

Take the Next Step
Explore Skyland PIMS for Your Cell and Gene Therapy Process and Analytics

engage@skylandanalytics.net
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